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What we do.

RSP i_SPACE is a facilities information consultancy within RSP Architects. We can help you take stock of your most 
valuable facility-related assets: your people, places and things. We work with your teams to uncover and present 
defensible data that builds confidence in your decision-making. Our clients say we make them feel prepared, empowered 
and supported. That’s building confidence.

Our services.

Integrated Workplace  
Management System (IWMS):

- Evaluation and Implementation

- Support (On-Call and On-Site)

Asset Inventory

Facility Condition Assessment (FCA)

Capital Planning

Enterprise Asset Management (EAM)

Workplace and Space Needs Assessment

Real Estate Analysis

Facility Condition Survey

Logistics Study

Facilities  
Information Solutions

Facilities Assessment 
and Capital Planning

Strategic 
Facilities Planning



Service Highlight
Facilities Information Solutions

Streamlining work and improving service.

Imagine finally having the capability to map, measure and manage your facility from all angles:  
space utilization, occupancy monitoring, density improvements, space inventory and more. Now, imagine having all that 
information accessible to you in a single source and updated in real-time so you can make informed portfolio decisions.  
And if you run into issues along the way, have questions or need an extra hand? We’re here for that, too.

Evaluation and implementation.

Whether it’s finding ways to better utilize your current 
system or discovering what’s possible with a new one, 
we can help you enhance your Integrated Workplace 
Managment System (IWMS) capabilities to produce higher 
quality and more meaningful data. 

We consult, implement and configure an array of 
process and software options catered to your unique 
facility management needs, budget and goals. 

On-call and on-site support.

We’re all about efficiency. That’s why we offer an  
on-call support service to help when you need it most. 
Our extensive knowledge of multiple technical softwares 
allows us to respond and resolve quickly to get you 
up and running, so you can focus on the results.

Whether managing an influx of work or resolving software 
technicalities, i_SPACE’s support team is available and 
ready to assist. 
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Learn more.
Contact us to learn how you can enhance your organization’s IWMS capabilities.

The value of a business partner.
When being “good enough” at managing your IWMS just isn’t enough, there’s a business partner like RSP i_SPACE.

Think of a time you hired a subject-matter professional to help inform your decisions (even if you could have figured it 
out on your own). Maybe it was a real estate agent or a financial advisor. These experts help you navigate uncertainties, 
avoid pitfalls and discover options. Better yet, their expertise saves you time and money.

This is the value we bring to facility information solutions. As a business partner, we are not exclusive to any one 
software solution or process — meaning every recommendation we give is rooted solely in your best interest. We 
leverage years of experience with long-term clients, and share our resulting best practices with you. The efficiency, 
value and trusted results we provide make all the difference. 
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